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Purpose:
1. To use your color and clothing vocabulary in noun/adjective

agreement.

2. To conjugate the verb llevar correctly.

3. To apply grammar and spelling rules correctly.

4. To expand your vocabulary



Directions:

You are being given 6 teddy bears. All will be dressed differently. You

will be given a 7th teddy bear that will allow you to expand your

vocabulary and get a 100.

For each of the 6 teddy bears, you will:

1. Name each bear

2. You will color each of the 6 teddy bears in a creative manner.

a. You are to color each article of clothing a different color.

b. The bear can be colored too

3. You will label the clothing each bear wears on the lines provided

4. You will write 4 sentences describing what  your bear is wearing

on the lines provided.

5. The 7th teddy bear you will:

a. Look up 4 new clothing words not in this project.

b. You will dress the bear yourself using these clothes. You can

cut out clothes, or you can draw/color clothes.

c. Label your new clothes

d. Write 4 sentences using your new vocabulary words.

** When you are done, color and fill in your cover.

Grading:

You will be graded on creativity, spelling, noun/adjective agreement,

and grammar.

Read your rubric prior to starting AND after you complete your

project.

Have Fun!!



RUBRIC

What to Do Points

All directions were followed completely AND the

project was handed in ON TIME.

5

All sentences are hand written neatly. 5

All sentences contain proper spelling. 10

All sentences name the bear, have the conjugated

llevar verb, include the proper corresponding color

and proper corresponding name of the clothing.

ALL sentences are written with noun/adjective

agreement and grammatically correct.

65

All bears are colored neatly and creatively. 5

The 7th bear contained clothes not included in

this project and all of the above requirements

were met.

10
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